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A huge thank you for all your support this year

Carrbridge, a community working together to make sure capercaillie will be in Scotland for everyone, forever.
Passionate about playing our small part in global wildlife survival.

The community of Carrbridge has achieved so many good 
things for people and capercaillie this year. Thank you to 
everyone who’s stepped up and got involved in the project’s 
activities in the village. 

Whether you’ve been a member of the Carrbridge 
Capercaillie Group, a volunteer work party, attended a 
project event, workshop or shared your views through the 
residents’ questionnaire, thank you so much for taking the 
time to contribute and helping to achieve the following in the 
community during 2019:

Volunteers have donated over 1000 hours of their time 

Hundreds of residents have shared their views

The community has enabled the project to learn

Visitors have benefited from free visitor experiences 

Primary school children have learnt more about capercaillie

Adults have learnt more about capercaillie!

Landowners have provided new volunteering opportunities 

Capercaillie feathers have been collected for DNA analysis 

Fences have been marked to avoid capercaillie mortalities

Families have enjoyed free capercaillie themed activities

The project has contributed directly to the village economy

The breeding success of local capercaillie has been surveyed

Young people have secured training and apprenticeships

Ways to increase capercaillie habitat have been identified

A new gamekeeper is being recruited

Woodland trails have been repaired for more people to enjoy

cairngormscapercaillie.scot



The bigger picture 
The Cairngorms Capercaillie Project is a Park-wide project 
made up of lots of different activities due to the multiple  
challenges that capercaillie face. A full round-up of the 
project’s plans from 2020 to 2023 will be shared via this 
newsletter in the new year but in advance, below is a flavour 
of what the project will be doing to help capercaillie from 
next year onwards, subject to funding;

Carrbridge Community Ranger
After a busy year working hard for the community, Emma, 
the Carrbridge Community Ranger, headed home to 
Tasmania last month for a well deserved break. Emma’s 
contract came to an end but thanks to support from 
CNPA a new ranger will take Emma’s place. Over half of 
all respondents to the residents’ questionnaire expressed 
support for a dedicated ranger service. All being well a new 
ranger will be in post in the spring to continue supporting 
the community and the local capercaillie population.

How can I help? 
The Carrbridge Capercaillie Group typically meet on a 
monthly basis and are always open to new members. You 
don’t have to be a capercaillie expert, but if you’d like to 
help make a positive difference for capercaillie and the 
community please get in touch. You can also keep an eye on 
cairngormscapercaillie.scot for other ways to get involved.

The Cairngorms Capercaillie Project is funded by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, LEADER, Scottish Landfill Communities Fund, SNH, RSPB, 
the Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust, Scottish Forestry and the Cairngorms National Park Authority.

What next?
The Carrbridge Capercaillie Group are continuing to 
explore the issues facing capercaillie and potential 
solutions, guided by data from the residents’ questionnaire. 
The group will share an initial action plan for capercaillie 
in the new year based on their work to date and the 
community’s views. For more information about the plan 
and ways to discuss it with the group please watch this 
space. A full report of Dr Alistair Bath and Monica Engel’s 
research work in the community will also be available in the 
coming weeks on cairngormscapercaillie.scot

Delivering a comprehensive programme of capercaillie 
monitoring activities across the National Park.

For all enquiries and if you would like to stop receiving this   
newsletter please contact carolynrobertson@cairngorms.co.uk 

Encouraging tree growth alongside tracks to help reduce 
disturbance and replanting clear fell with Scots Pine to 
increase capercaillie habitat in Baddengorm Woods.

Marking fences to reduce capercaillie mortalities, 
removing non-native trees, replanting with Scots Pine and 
establishing natural regeneration to increase capercaillie 
habitat on Seafield Estate.

Improving over 4000 hectares of habitat for capercaillie 
across the National Park, including around Carrbridge;

Analysing the DNA from over 1000 capercaillie feathers 
to determine the genetic health of our capercaillie and 
develop an action plan in response.

Creating capercaillie related resources for primary schools 
to use across the National Park.

Developing an online hub for communities to access and 
exchange capercaillie information specific to their needs.

Providing a grant scheme for landowners, regardless of 
size,  to create more habitat for capercaillie.

Funding predator control in areas critical for capercaillie.

Analysing predator droppings in the Kinveachy area to learn 
more about the impact of predation on productivity.


